Iron oxide nanoparticles (NPs) with a diameter of 21.6 nm were coated with poly(maleic acid-alt-1-octadecene) (PMAcOD) modified with grafted 5000 Da poly(ethyelene glycol) (PEG) or short ethylene glycol (EG) tails. The coating procedure utilizes hydrophobic interactions of octadecene and oleic acid tails, while the hydrolysis of maleic anhydride moieties as well as the presence of hydrophilic PEG (EG) tails allows the NP hydrophilicity. The success of the NP coating was found to be independent of the degree of grafting, which was varied between 20 and 80% of the -MacOD-units, but depended on the length of the grafted tail. The NP coating and hydrophilization did not occur when the modified copolymer contained 750 Da PEG tails independent of the grafting degree. To explain this phenomenon, the micellization of the modified PMAcOD copolymers in water was analyzed by small-angle X-ray scattering. The PMAcOD molecules with the grafted 750 Da PEG tails form compact noninteracting disklike micelles, whose stability apparently allows for no interactions with the NP hydrophobic shells. The PMAcOD containing the 5000 Da PEG and EG tails form much larger structures capable of an efficient coating of the NPs. The coated NPs were characterized using transmission electron microscopy, dynamic light scattering, -potential measurements, and thermal gravimetry analysis. The latter method demonstrated that the presence of long PEG tails in modified PMAcOD allows the attachment of fewer macromolecules (by a factor of ∼20) compared with the case of nonmodified or EG-modified PMAcOD, emphasizing the importance of PEG tails in NP hydrophilization. The NPs coated with PMAcOD modified with 60% (toward all -MAcOD-units) of the 5000 PEG tails bear a significant negative charge and display good stability in buffers. Such NPs can be useful as magnetic cores for virus-like particle formation.
Introduction
Magnetic nanoparticles (NPs) with hydrophilic shells have received considerable attention because of their promising bioapplications, such as biosensors, 1,2 contrast enhancement agents for magnetic resonance imaging, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] bioprobes, [8] [9] [10] [11] etc. In the majority of these applications, it is important to use NPs with a narrow particle size distribution because magnetic properties are size-dependent. [12] [13] [14] [15] Iron oxide NPs are commonly recommended for bioapplications because they are easily metabolized or degraded in vivo. 16, 17 Monodisperse iron oxide NPs can be prepared by thermal decomposition of iron acetylacetonates [18] [19] [20] or carboxylates [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] in high-boiling solvents in the presence of such surfactants as oleic, palmitic, and other fatty acids and/or oleylamine. In all these methods, the NPs are coated with fatty acids or amines and soluble only in a few organic solvents. On the other hand, hydrophilicity and biocompatibility are required for all biomedical applications.
There are several methods to impart water solubility (hydrophilicity) and biocompatibility. They are a place (ligand)-exchange reaction, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] placement of polymer chains on a nanoparticle surface, 30, 31 NP growth in the presence of polymeric surfactants, 32 or coating of NPs with amphiphilic molecules due to formation of hydrophobic double layers. [33] [34] [35] The last method was shown to be particularly facile for the NP hydrophilization. [33] [34] [35] The encapsulation of monodisperse iron oxide NPs by PEGylated phospholipids was described in our preceding papers. 36, 37 This coating yields stable hydrophilic magnetic NPs of different sizes and shapes that are also well compatible with various buffers and physiological solutions. The only downside of PEGylated phopsholipids as coating agents to yield hydrophilic NPs is the high cost that hampers their application.
Alternating amphiphilic copolymers showed promise for NP functionalization. 38, 39 The encapsulation of hydrophobic NPs with short (7300 Da) poly(maleic anhydride-alt-1-tetradecene) was described in ref 38 . To stabilize the polymer coating, the authors used cross-linking of the alternating copolymer anhydride groups with bis(6-aminohexyl)amine. In a preceding paper, we reported a successful encapsulation of even large magnetic NPs (16-21 nm in diameter) (the larger the particles from the same material, the stronger the magnetic attraction) using poly(maleic anhydride-alt-1-octadecene) (PMAOD), with a molecular weight of 30 000-50 000 Da. The longer copolymer compared with that reported in ref 38 provides a stable NP shell without additional cross-linking accompanying with the loss of carboxyl groups (decreased negative charge), whereas the longer hydrophobic tail (C 16 vs C 12 in the previously studied copolymer 38 ) allows the more stable hydrophobic double layer. Interestingly, in a recent paper by Di Corato et al., 40 the same PMAOD was used as well for NP coating; however, the authors again employed cross-linking with an amine for coating stabilization, which we proved to be unnecessary. In water, PMAOD is easily hydrolyzed, yielding poly(maleic acid-alt-1-octadecene), PMAcOD, where maleic acid units are highly hydrophilic and negatively charged. 41 In our preceding paper we reported PMAcOD self-assembling in water and the structure of NPs coated with PMAcOD. 41 It was demonstrated that NPs with a PMAcOD coating are stable for many months without changes of their characteristics or aggregation. However, these NPs were only stable in water, whereas the addition of salt immediately resulted in NP aggregation because the NP stabilization here is purely electrostatic and it is screened when a salt is added. To impart stability in buffers and physiological solutions to NPs, steric stabilization is required. In the present paper, we report the coating of iron oxide NPs with a diameter of 21.6 nm with altered PMAODs containing grafted poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) or short ethylene glycol (EG) brushes. This type of alteration was described in ref 39 using 6000 Da PEG with an amino or hydroxyl terminal group or a number of PEGs with different molecular weights in the following paper of the same authors. 42 However, although, in ref 42, PEG-NH 2 with molecular weights of 6000, 9900, and 19 300 Da and PEG-OH with molecular weights of 550, 750, and 2000 Da were mentioned for PMAOD alteration, it was not specified anywhere in the paper that these copolymers were equally successful in NP coating.
In the present work, we studied the dependence of the coating on the density of the grafted brush and on the PEG chain length. Discovery of the surprising phenomenon that PMAOD-PEG with a 750 Da PEG tail does not coat NPs, whereas PMAOD-PEG with 5000 Da PEG and PMAOD-EG do, prompted a synchrotron small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) study of the micellization of the modified PMAcOD in water. Using the advanced SAXS data analysis methods, it became, for the first time, possible to establish a link between the properties of micellar solutions and the ability of an alternating copolymer to efficiently coat the NPs. The NPs coated with modified PMAcODs were characterized using transmission electron microscopy (TEM), dynamic light scattering (DLS), -potential measurements, and thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA).
Experimental Section
2.1. Materials. Hexanes (85%), ethanol (95%), and acetone (99.78%) were purchased from EMD and used as received. Chloroform (Mallinckrodt, 100%), FeCl 3 · 6H 2 O (98%, Aldrich), docosane (99%, Aldrich), oleic acid (OA, 90%, Aldrich), oleic acid sodium salt (97%, TCI), and TBE buffer (1.3 M Tris, 450 mM boric acid, 25 mM EDTA · Na 2 in H 2 O, Fluka) were used without purification. PMAOD (30 000-50 000 Da, Aldrich) was used as received. O-(2-aminoethyl)-o′-methyl polyethylene glycols with MW ) 5000 and MW ) 750 (PEG-NH 2 ) and (()-3-amino-1,2-propanediol (98.0%) (EG) were purchased from Fluka and used as received. Water was purified with a Milli-Q (Millipore) water purification system (18 µS).
Synthetic Procedures. 2.2.1. Synthesis of Iron Oxide
Nanoparticles. For the detailed procedure, see our preceding paper. 43 The synthesis of iron oleate was carried out according to the published procedure. 22 Iron oleate was then purified and dried for 24 h at room temperature and for 20 h at 70°C in the vacuum oven. Spherical iron oxide nanoparticles 21.6 nm in diameter were prepared through thermal decomposition of iron oleate in the presence of oleic acid in docosane as a solvent. 43 The round-bottom three-neck flask was charged with 1.91 g of iron oleate, 7.02 g of docosane, and 0.93 mL of oleic acid. The flask was evacuated three times and filled with argon afterward. The flask was then heated to 70°C to melt docosane, and then a vigorous stirring was set. The reaction mixture was heated to ∼370°C with a heating rate of 3.3°C/min and was allowed to stir at this temperature for 5 min. The reaction mixture was then allowed to cool to 60°C and was placed in a vial while it is a liquid. At room temperature, the reaction solution solidifies, allowing for the long-term storage of NPs. When needed, the waxy NP solid is melted with a heat gun and precipitated with a mixture of acetone and hexane (5:1), followed by two consecutive washings with mixtures of acetone and hexane with volume ratios of 3:1 and 1:1. The NP solution is centrifuged after each wash to remove side products. The NPs are easily resuspended in chloroform after the final wash. The yield is 84%. The TEM image of these NPs is shown in the Supporting Information ( Figure S1 ).
Synthesis of PMAOD-PEG(EG) Copolymers.
To encapsulate the iron oxide NPs in PMAOD-PEG(EG), first, modified PEG polymers were synthesized. Notations "P", "S", and "G" are reserved for PMAOD-PEG(5000), PMAOD-PEG(750), and PMAOD-EG, respectively. Mole ratios of 1:20 (P1, S1, G1), 1:30 (P2, S2, G2), 1:60 (P3, S3, G3), and 1:80 (P4) of PMAOD to PEG or EG were used. The stock solutions of these samples were prepared in chloroform. The PMAOD stock solution (10.0 mg/mL) was also prepared in chloroform. For a typical modified stock solution with a mole ratio of PMAOD/PEG-NH 2 ) 20:1 (P1; see Table S1 , the Supporting Information, for notations), 37.5 mg of 5000 Da PEG-NH 2 was dissolved in 1 mL of CHCl 3 and sonicated for 10 min. Upon completion, 1.5 mL of the PMAOD stock was added and the solution was allowed to stir overnight. Table S1 (the Supporting Information) summarizes the amounts of reagents for the modified PMAOD synthesis and the yields of the copolymers.
Encapsulation of Iron
Oxide Nanoparticles with PMAOD-PEG(EG) Copolymers. For nanoparticle encapsulation, a 1:1 mass ratio between iron oxide NPs and PMAOD was maintained, except for the EG stock solutions, where the 1:1.5 ratio was employed. In a typical experiment, 1 mg of NPs was combined with 0.17 mL of the P1 stock solution. The mixture was allowed to stir for 1 h. Chloroform was then evaporated under vacuum, and 2 mL of 20% TBE buffer was added. After sonicating for 10 min, the solution was heated at 60°C for an additional 10 min. The mixture was allowed to stir overnight. The following day, the polymer excess was removed by ultracentrifugation (1 h, 90 000 rpm/440 kg). The supernatant was discarded and the NP pellet resuspended in water. Aggregates were removed by low-speed centrifugation. The isolated yield was not taken because of the small scale of the reaction.
Hydrolysis of Modified PMAOD.
The solutions of modified PMAOD (2 mL each; P3, 7.84 mg/mL; S3, 6.4 mg/ mL; and G3, 7.4 mg/mL) in CHCl 3 were evaporated in a vacuum oven. To the dried samples, 2 mL of 20% TBE buffer was added, and the solutions were stirred for 24 h.
Characterization. Dynamic light scattering (DLS)
and -potential measurements were performed using a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS. For the DLS measurements, typically, the diluted sample in water (concentration was in the range of 0.05-0.15 mg/mL) underwent sonication for about 10-20 min and filtration with a 0.2 µm syringe filter before the measurement. The measurement duration was set to be determined automatically, and data were averaged from at least three runs. Intensity and volume distributions of the particle sizes were recorded.
The -potential was measured at pH 7.4. Data were processed using the absorption of bulk iron oxide, the indices of refraction of iron oxide and solvent, and the viscosity of the pure water. The Smoluchowski approximation was used to convert the electrophoretic mobility to a -potential.
Electron-transparent specimens for TEM were prepared by placing a drop of a dilute solution onto a carbon-coated Cu grid. Images were acquired at an accelerating voltage of 80 kV on a JEOL JEM1010 transmission electron microscope. Images were analyzed with the ImageJ software package to estimate NP diameters. Normally, 150-300 NPs were used for analysis.
Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed on a TGAQ5000 IR manufactured by TA Instruments. The TGA samples were prepared in the following way. An aqueous solution of the NP sample coated with a copolymer was evaporated, and the NPs were resuspended in the minimum amount of chloroform. The solution was completely transferred into a 100 µL platinum pan, by filling the pan and allowing chloroform to evaporate. The experiments were carried out upon heating to 700°C with a rate of 10.0°C/min.
The composition of modified PMAOD was studied by NMR. All NMR samples were dissolved in CDCl 3 , and all spectra were recorded on a Varian UNITY INOVA 500 MHz spectrometer at 25°C, unless stated otherwise.
1 H, 13 C, and 13 C DEPT (distortionless enhancement by polarization transfer); 1 H DQF-COSY (double-quantum-filtered correlation spectroscopy); and 13 C-1 H HSQC (heteronuclear single quantum correlation) experiments were performed. The 1 H and 13 C spectral assignments were made based on the results of these experiments and the spectral simulation results using ACD HNMR and CNMR Predictor 9.0 software. Spin-lattice relaxation times (T 1 ) were measured for these samples using an inversion recovery method. The T 1 values determined for each 13 C peak of these samples were in the range of 0.8-5.5 s. These values were used to optimize NMR parameters for quantitative 13 C measurements. The inverse gated decoupling The synchrotron radiation X-ray scattering measurements were done in the European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL) on the storage ring DORIS III of the Deutsches Elektronen Synchrotron (DESY, Hamburg) on the X33 camera with a MAR Image plate detector. 44 The scattering was recorded in the range of the momentum transfer, 0.07 < s < 5.0 nm -1 , where s ) (4π sin θ)/λ, 2θ is the scattering angle, and λ ) 0.15 nm is the X-ray wavelength. All measurements were carried out in a vacuum cuvette to diminish the parasitic scattering, and the samples were exposed in four 30 s frames to monitor for possible radiation damage. Three sets of modified PMAcOD samples with four different concentrations in solution were studied by SAXS: (1) P3 with the solution concentrations of 1, 2, 3, and 7.84 mg/mL; (2) S3 with the solution concentrations of 1, 2, 3, and 6.4 mg/mL; and (3) G3 with the solution concentrations of 1, 2, 3, and 7.4 mg/mL. The scattering profiles were corrected for the background scattering from distilled water and processed using standard procedures. 45 The distance distribution functions p(r) of the self-assembled nanoparticles of the modified PMAcODs were calculated using an indirect transform program GNOM. 46 Low-resolution shapes and the internal structure of the micelles of the grafted copolymer were reconstructed ab initio from the scattering patterns using the program DAMMIN. 47 The SAXS patterns from the modeled structures of the modified PMAcODs in solution were calculated using the program CRYSOL 48 and compared with the experimental scattering curves.
Results and Discussion
3.1. Synthesis and Characterization of Modified PMAOD. PMAOD contains an anhydride moiety in each polymer unit; thus, this moiety can easily interact with an amino group of various compounds with the formation of amide and carboxyl groups (Scheme 1). We varied the amount of grafted hydrophilic tails in the range of 20-80% of all anhydride groups 39, 42 to determine its influence on the NP coating. To establish the influence of the concentration of the reagents on the degree of grafting, we used two very different concentrations: 1.67 × 10 -5 and 6.3 × 10 -4 M. NMR was employed to quantitatively evaluate the proportion of grafting at different conditions. The NMR data (see the Supporting Information) revealed that, at the concentration of 6.3 × 10 -4 M, the reaction goes to completion for any degree of grafting (except for S3). At the lower concentration (1.67 × 10 -5 M), the attachment is complete for 20% and 30% grafting, whereas for the polymers with an intended 60% or higher degree of grafting, approximately 20-30% of the PEG-NH 2 molecules remained unreacted in the reaction solution. Unlike other copolymers, for S3, there is incomplete grafting even in concentrated solutions. The 13 C NMR spectrum of S3 contains residual signals of NH 2 *CH 2 *CH 2 O at 41.7 and 73.3 ppm, indicating the presence of unreacted PEG-NH 2 (about 20%; see details in the Supporting Information).
After attaching the grafted tails, the copolymers were hydrolyzed in 20% TBE buffer to transform unreacted anhydride moieties to carboxyl groups. Because all these copolymers are amphiphilic, that is, the octadecene tail is hydrophobic, whereas SCHEME 1: Repeating Unit of the Modified PMAOD a a R is either PEG-NH 2 (MW ) 5000 or 750 Da) or EG.
the carboxyl groups along the PMAcOD chain and the grafted tails are hydrophilic, we expected self-assembling of these copolymers in water into micelle-like structures. These structures were characterized by DLS and -potential measurements (Table  1) .
From the data presented in Table 1 , the hydrodynamic diameter of the structures formed by G3, S3, and P3 does not depend on the length of the hydrophilic tail: all hydrolyzed copolymers showed approximately the same size micelles. This seems to be counterintuitive: It was believed that P3 would have the largest diameter due to the massive 5000 Da PEG tails. Such inconsistencies of DLS data could be explained if the micelles formed are not spherical. Indeed, as reported in our preceding paper, 41 PMAcOD forms disklike structures in water, so in the case of modified PMAOD, the analogous structures could be expected.
-potential values were found to be more in accordance with our expectations. Because of the same amount of grafting, the amount of the remaining charges should be the same, but the charges can be differently exposed due the presence of the hydrophilic tails. Indeed, P3 showed the smallest negative -potential value at pH 7.4. It is believed that the large PEG tails are shielding the charges. The effect of shielding decreases with decreasing the molecular weight of the grafted tail.
3.2. Coating of Nanoparticles with Modified PMAcOD. The coating procedure utilizes hydrophobic interactions of octadecene and oleic acid tails, while hydrolysis of maleic anhydride moieties as well as hydrophilic PEG (EG) tails allows the NP hydrophilicity. Figure 1 presents TEM images of NPs coated with G3 and P3 copolymers. The negative staining with uranyl acetate also provides a positive staining due to interaction of carboxyl groups with uranyl cations. Thus, the PMAcOD backbone containing a carboxyl group is accentuated with the stain. The thicknesses of the shells (without PEG or glycol tails, which are invisible with this staining) for NP-P3 and NP-G3 are 3.4 and 3.7 nm, respectively.
DLS and -Potential Data.
To coat NPs with modified PMAcOD, we used a procedure described in our preceding paper 41 where a solid mixture of NPs and a copolymer after evaporation of chloroform from a mixed solution was resuspended and hydrolyzed in 20% TBE buffer (see details in the Experimental Section). 41 This procedure allows a successful coating of various NPs with the P1, P2, P3, P4, G1, G2, and G3 copolymers, whereas no NPs were successfully (individually) coated with S1, S2, or S3. During the hydrolysis step, only aggregates are observed. An alternative two-phase procedure, as described elsewhere, 39 where a chloroform solution of NPs and S1, S2, or S3 was mixed with water, followed by slow removal of chloroform by rotary evaporation at room temperature, was also attempted. However, this procedure yielded a similar result: NP aggregation in aqueous solution. In section 3.3, we discuss the causes of this phenomenon.
The DLS and -potential data for the NP samples coated with modified PMAcOD are shown in Table 2 .
The negative charge of NPs coated with modified PMAcOD should depend on the degree of grafting: the higher the degree of grafting, the lower the charge as a fraction of carboxylic groups decreases. Indeed, this trend is observed for both the P and the G series, although for the latter, it is less pronounced. The G1 and G2 and P1 and P2 samples differ only by 10% in grafting, so the -potentials values can be close within an experimental error. On the other hand, for the P series, the additional effect, that is, shielding of the charges, can take place when the grafting degree increases, thus making the difference between -potentials more pronounced.
As for hydrodynamic diameters, the dependence is straightforward for the P series: the higher the degree of grafting, the larger the size. This is due to increased stretching of the PEG coils when the PEG brush density increases. For the G series, one would expect the lack of the size dependence on the grafting density as EG is very short. Nevertheless, from G1 to G2 and G3, the hydrodynamic diameter increases, which can be explained by increasing the fraction of the NP aggregates, when the negative charge decreases, thus weakening the electrostatic repulsion between NPs.
TGA Data.
To determine the amount of modified PMAcOD molecules on the NP surface, TGA measurements were carried out. First, the amount of oleic acid molecules on the as-prepared NPs has been determined by TGA (see the Supporting Information, Figure S3 ) using a weight loss of 14.3% upon heating to 700°C. An area of 1 nm 2 of the NP surface was found to contain 7.34 OA molecules.
As is discussed earlier, the coating of NPs with PMAcOD or modified PMAcOD occurs due to hydrophobic interactions of OA tails and octadecene tails; 41 thus, OA molecules are not removed during coating, if they are adsorbed on the NP surface. We have previously demonstrated, however, that, even if NPs contain excess OA, it is perfectly removed upon coating with these copolymers. 41 However, preparing the samples for TGA measurements, we made sure using FTIR that the sample contains no excessive OA (no band at 1711 cm -1 ), so we assumed that the amount of OA is constant in all the samples and the OA weight loss can be subtracted from the weight loss of other samples for calculation of the attached copolymer molecules. The TGA weight losses and the calculated amount of copolymer molecules per each NP are presented in Table 3 (see details in the Supporting Information, also Figure S4 ). It should be noted that, for each data point, at least three TGA experiments have been run. The TGA data demonstrate that the PMAOD-or G-coated NPs carry approximately 400+ copolymer molecules on each NP, whereas the amount of copolymer macromolecules on the NPs coated with P copolymers is only [19] [20] . For the P3 and P4 samples, this can be explained by the large amount of the long PEG tails (5000 Da) in the NP exterior creating a highly hydrophilic environment with a few copolymer molecules and preventing the attachment of more copolymer molecules to the NP surface.
3.3. Small-Angle X-ray Scattering. To understand the reasons for the different coating behavior of the S series copolymers compared with that of the copolymers of the P and G series, micellization of the modified PMAcOD samples in aqueous solutions was studied using SAXS.
The experimental scattering profiles (Figure 2a ) demonstrate that the three types of micelles have different dependences on the solute concentrations. For G3 samples, we observed a strong increase in the overall size with increasing concentration; for the P3 set, the dependence was also present, but weak. For the S3 samples, the scattering patterns taken at different concentrations were superimposable within the experimental noise. All the experimental profiles display a broad peak at higher angles, characteristic for micellar systems and resembling the SAXS pattern of pure PMAcOD discussed in our previous work 41 (see the comparison in Figure 2b) .
Given the concentration dependence, the distance distribution functions p(r) were calculated separately for individual concentrations ( Figure 3 ). These functions reveal bimodal profiles characteristic for bilayers; whereas the p(r) for the PMAcOD copolymer displays negative values in the range of interatomic distances around 3-4 nm (Figure 3, inset) , the distributions for the modified copolymers remain positive.
The negative values for the pure PMAcOD copolymer are typical for lipid bilayer structures and appear due to the wellordered hydrophobic regions in the copolymer, which have a lower electron density than that of water and thus a negative contrast. The distances of 3-4 nm correspond to the bilayer width of the PMAcOD (1.6 nm for a single tail). Therefore, the observed changes in the p(r) functions for the modified PMAcOD copolymer point to alterations in the bilayer structures, which become less ordered upon modification.
The length of the grafting tail affects the interactions between the copolymer micelles. The radii of gyration R g and the maximum diameters D max depend on the concentration for the P3 and G3 sets, but not for S3 (Figure 4) . As one can see from Figure 4 , the micelles formed from PMAcOD modified by short glycol brushes (the G3 set) strongly interact in solution, which may facilitate interactions with NPs during coating. The regression for P3 displays a weaker dependence (less pronounced interactions), whereas the S3 set has no interactions at all. The latter micellar structures appear, therefore, as stable formations not interacting with each other, which may impair also their interactions with NPs.
To further assess the organization of the modified PMAcOD self-assemblies, models were constructed using MAcOD molecules generated in our previous work 41 with an addition of appropriate glycol molecules to the head of MAcOD.
For pure PMAcOD, disklike particles with a diameter of 40 nm and a thickness of the bilayer of 3.2 nm 41 were found to be the only type of self-assembled structures in solution. Similar to the previous work, the modified -MAcOD-units were used to construct bilayer disks, but also other geometrical structures containing bilayers. Their SAXS patterns calculated using CRYSOL 48 were compared with the experimental scattering. When disklike models were used, good fits were obtained for the S3 and G3 samples (other bilayer shapes, such as spheres or long cylinders, did not provide good fits), whereas for the P3 samples, no fit could be found for any geometrical shape. The experimental scattering curve for the P3 copolymer appears smeared compared with those of the G3 or S3 samples, reflecting possible disruptions of the bilayer structure. This loss of regularity is probably caused by the interactions between the long and heavy PEG chains. To assess the shape of the P3 sample, ab initio dummy atom modeling was employed using the program DAMMIN. 47 The best models for the G3, S3, and P3 samples along with their fits to the experimental data are presented in Figure 5 . The obtained parameters of the model disk for the G3 sample were the diameter of 18 nm and the width of the bilayer of 4.8 nm, and for the S3 sample, the diameter was found to be 10 nm, whereas the width of the bilayer was estimated to be 5.0 nm. Note that the S3 pattern could be fitted very well, whereas the calculated pattern for G3 displays deviations at small angles, whereby the experimental data indicate a larger overall size of the aggregates. However, further increase of the diameter of the G3 disk leads to systematic deviations at higher angles. It is conceivable that the G3 samples contain aggregates of the disklike micelles at the concentration used in the calculations (7.4 mg/mL).
Owing to the complexity of the modified PMAcOD units for the S3 and G3 samples, we could only use hypothetical models of the monomeric units. Nevertheless, the models obtained allow us to meaningfully analyze the possibility of creating protective shells using these structures. Both the G3 and the S3 samples form ordered bilayers. However, the S3 structures are much smaller, and the micelles do not interact in solution. It appears that the S3 macromolecules form quite dense, stable structures, which are energetically favorable and do not promote interactions with external hydrophobic objects, such as NPs. The micelles of the G3 and especially of the P3 copolymers are less stable, and the NPs are able to compete with the copolymer self-assembly, leading to successful coating. The ab initio model of the P3 samples appears as an agglomerate of loosely connected subunits. The shape of these subunits restored by the program DAMMIN using a portion of the experimental scattering curve at higher angles from 2.5 up to 3.5 nm -1 reveals a slightly oblate body with a diameter of about 5.5 nm ( Figure  5 ). A tentative model of the overall structure of the P3 samples Modeling and the best fits: the experimental scattering curve from the modified PMAcOD copolymer in solution (black circles) and the best fits to the experimental profile of the scattering patterns computed from models (red dotted lines). Modeling was performed at maximal concentrations to reduce the influence of the experimental noise. The right panel: disklike models for the S3 and G3 samples in two orientations and a dummy atom model for the P3 specimen. Separately, a structure of the dense formations in the body of the P3 micelles is shown.
can be represented as a mesh of segregated sections of the modified copolymer, which are small micelles of the PMAcOD chains with diameters of about 5.0-5.5 nm covered by layers of the PEG molecules, most probably in a bent conformation (Scheme 2). The geometrical parameters of the model indicated in Scheme 2 correspond to the dimensions calculated from the p(r) function for this sample (Figure 2) .
It should be noted that the bilayers of the micelles of the S3 and G3 sets are thicker than that for the pure PMAcOD evaluated previously: 41 5 .0 nm for the S3 sample and 4.8 nm for the G3 sample compared with 3.2 nm for PMAcOD. This can be explained by partial segregation during micellization. As a result, the total thickness of the bilayers is greater than the double thickness of the completely straightened octadecene tails of PMAcOD, as depicted in Scheme 3. It is also conceivable that the PEG tails contribute to the effective thickness of the models. One should, however, note that the longer PEG chains are too disordered to be captured in the models together with the copolymer heads: our attempts to add longer glycol chains to the MAoCD model did not yield satisfactory fits, neither for the G3 nor for P3 molecules.
3.4. Stability of NPs Coated with Modified PMAOD. In ref 36 , encapsulation of magnetic nanoparticles by viral protein cages was reported. Protein cages of brome mosaic virus (BMV) were assembled around negatively charged particles in aqueous buffers. As was shown previously, NPs coated with modified PMAOD acquire a negative charge (Table 3 ) and display excellent stability in water but immediately salt out in buffer solutions. We expected that grafting of hydrophilic chains to the PMAOD backbone will improve stability of NPs in buffers. The nanoparticles coated with modified PMAOD were dialyzed in a virus capsid reassembly buffer (Tris, 0.05 M; KCl, 0.01 M; MgCl 2 , 5 mM; pH, 7.39). The P1, P2, G1, and G3 samples aggregated within 20 min, whereas the P3 and P4 samples remained fully soluble even after 24 h. These samples were further dialyzed against 1 M TKM buffer (Tris, 0.01 M; KCl, 1 M; MgCl 2 , 0.005 M; pH, 7.42), which is used to maintain BMV coat proteins disassembled as dimers. The nanoparticles remained stable for months in that buffer.
Conclusions
We established that coating of NPs with modified PMAcOD depends on the length of the grafted tails, which, in turn, determines the types of copolymer micelles in solution as revealed by SAXS. When the 5000 Da PEG or short EG tails are attached to the PMAcOD backbone, the micelles formed (despite the difference of their shapes and ordering) exhibit intermicellar interactions in solution; the latter most likely is the crucial factor for interacting with the OA shell on the NP surface. In contrast, the copolymer formed by the attachment of the 750 Da PEG tails to the PMAcOD backbone forms small, noninteracting micelles that are presumably self-sufficient and do not exhibit interactions with a hydrophobic NP shell, thus preventing NP coating. The importance of this work is in understanding of the connection between the micelle properties and the coating ability when amphiphilic copolymers or other amphiphilic molecules are concerned, which may become a guide for future work on the NP encapsulation.
We synthesized a series of hydrophilic, negatively charged NPs using modified PMAcOD of the P and G series. The TGA data revealed that, for the G and PMAcOD coatings, approximately 400 molecules need to be attached to a single NP to allow its stability in water; the P3 and P4 coatings are successful with only approximately 20 macromolecules, emphasizing the importance of the PEG tails in NP hydrophilization. Among the P-coated samples, only the P3 modified NPs demonstrated both a sufficient negative charge 36 and a good stability in buffers, allowing further studies of virus-like particle formation with these modified cores.
